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Risk: some definitions

“an event that holds a chance of danger or failure”

the probability that an adverse event occurs, 

determining harmful effects to human health, the 

environment or material assets

adverse event The occurrence of a contamination phenomena

harmful effects The increase of substance concentration(s) into 

the environment, up to levels that can determine 

the loss of human lives 

Sanitary Environmental Risk



Calculate the probability that the 

contamination phenomena

damage the targets

The sanitary environmental risk assessment
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The sanitary environmental risk assessment
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When human health is the target …

Relative vs Absolute Risk Analysis approach



The sanitary environmental risk for WEEE 
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The sanitary environmental risk for WEEE 

� The issue has been addressed

� Any attempt has been provided for risk assessment purposes



The sanitary environmental risk for WEEE 

Informal WEEE  

recycling practice

PATH TARGETSOURCE

The complete characterization of the 

contamination source is necessary

for the purposes of the sanitary

environmental risk assessment

�Presence and amount of 

hazardous substances in 

different types of WEEE

�Mobility of harmful

substances from WEEE to 

the environmental

matrices



Focus on the contamination source

�Presence and amount of hazardous substances in different types of WEEE

�Mobility of different contaminants from WEEE to the environmental matrices

• High heterogeneity

• Predominance of data on 

heavy metals, mainly

concentrated in PCBs

[Tsydenova et al., 2011; Oguchi et al., 2011; …]



The applied treatment procedure affects

� the type of environmental matrices acting as contamination source

� the extent of contamination

�Presence and amount of hazardous substances in different types of WEEE

�Mobility of different contaminants from WEEE to the environmental matrices

Focus on the contamination source



The search for hazardous substances in WEEE suggested that:

� each type of WEEE may entail a typical hazardousness related to the metal 

content of its PCB

� the risk assessment has to take into account specific informal recycling

procedures

Focus on the contamination source

Assessment of WEEE relative hazardousness

� quantify the harmful potential of different 

types of WEEE 

� assess a comparative evaluation to identify 

the most hazardous WEEE categories 



Assessment of WEEE relative hazardousness

Collection of data about the metal 

composition of PCBs from different WEEE

Identification of toxicity values for each metal

(cfr risk assessment)

Calculation of both an index of significance 

(SIi) and an index the dangerousness potential 

(DIi) for the i-th metal

Estimation of he overall dangerousness 

potential indicator (DI)

The inhalation path was 

assumed to be the most 

relevant for the purposes of 

the proposed methodology



Assessment of WEEE relative hazardousness



Assessment of WEEE relative hazardousness



Strenghts … 

� It provides a possible tool to categorize WEEE harmful potential by the metal content of the 

corresponding PCB, thus addressing the definition of good practices and guidelines

� The final indicator (DI) is expressed as an aggregate parameter, which should be used for risk

assessment purposes

… and weaknesses

� data on both concentration and toxicological properties of organic contaminants should be 

considered

� a comprehensive comparative analysis should take into account the toxicity index associated

to paths other than inhalation

Assessment of WEEE relative hazardousness

This methodology is not intended to 

provide risk assessment!!!



Conclusive remarks …

� The assessment of sanitary and environmental risk associated to 

WEEE recycling procedures has been recognized as a relevant gap

� The characterization of the contamination source is necessary, 

but the lack of data on both substance concentrations and 

exposure factors seems a limit to the development of risk analysis

� The proposed methodology allows the comparative analysis of 

different types of WEEE by the metal content of their PCBs, in 

order to provide a corresponding categorization of discharged

appliances



… and future activities

� Data on both the type and concentration of contaminants, either

organic or inorganic, released into the environment after different

informal WEEE treatment procedures will be carried out

� The same data could be used to identify possible relations 

between the average air quality in villages/cities where informal

recycling practices are applied and heavy metals in PCB

� The study of methods for sanitary environmental risk analysis will

be also deepened
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